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An important undergraduate activity, which is altruistic work, and takes time and attention, is carried on by Institute men. It is the first day's campaign of the Boston Society of Civil Engineers, and more recently before the New Jersey Sanitary Association.

Dr. P. G. Stiles, instructor in physiology, addressed the Home Economy Association at their recent meeting on "The Relation of Physiology to Courses in Home Economics."

The board of directors of the class of 1913 announced the unanimous election of William L. Young, of Philadelphia, to the position of manager of the Freshman track team and also the unanimous election of Charles E. Farnell to the position of manager of next year's 1913 football team. The elections were held at the meeting of the board, at four o'clock Monday, in the Union.

The anti-conservationists will try to have the Forest Service taken from the Department of Agriculture and transferred back to the Department of the Interior.

Trenton Temple was crowded to its limits, and overflow meetings were held in Lorimer Hall and in the Branniff M. E. Church to demonstrate enmity against the candidacy of James J. Storrow for mayor.

A volume under the title of "Maroon Tales" has recently appeared at the University of Chicago.

FOWNES GLOVES
are a good thing to have on hand, and all good dealers have them on hand.

Edward Gold.

State Street Trust Co.
130 Massachusetts Avenue, Boston

Credits interest monthly on accounts of $300 and over.

MAIN OFFICE: 3rd STREET

EDUCATOR CRACKERS

Back Bay Branch
9 State Street
Harvard Square
Cambridge

Should form a part of the dormitory outfit, as they are the crackers for a STUDENT'S LUNCHEON

Back Bay Branch
State Street Trust Co.
130 Massachusetts Avenue, Boston

DELICIOUS CHOCOLATES AND BONBONS
Ice Cream Soda and College Ices

85 Summer ST, cor. Chauncey St
Highest Grades: Popular Prices

SMULLEN & CO.
TAILORS

21 SUMMER ST, cor. Chauncey St

HARRY K. SMULLEN, formerly with Hotel Imperial